Class Focus: 1A

Term 1 was a very busy and long term. Our whole class worked very hard in all areas. A highlight of Term 1 was our Science Fair and our special ‘Mad Science Day’! Everyone participated with such enthusiasm. We conducted experiments in our classroom to test for ‘Static Electricity’ and we used some fantastic resources from the High School. Many students in 1A participated in the Science Fair and received various awards.

Well done 1A!!

We were also very lucky to have Mrs Cox working with us in Mathematics. We especially enjoyed the Large Domino game. We will continue working with Mrs Cox in [TEN], Targeting Early Numeracy this term. Year One have started this term with full force. I have been amazed as they settled back in so eager to be five star learners! We have already started assessments and are very busy learning about our new topics on Sounds and Communication and Changing Families.

Mrs Abbott

The Classroom Door Competition